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THE NATURE AND STRUCTURE OF POVERTY
War on povertyj At this point, many questions could be asked.
What is poverty? Who are the poor? Why are they poor? What can be done
to bring them out of this condition?
Poverty has been defined by the Encyclopedia Americana as;
From Biblical to modern times the great majority of
people were poor. They were poor, however, in things rather
than in food. Except in times of regional crop failures or
plague or disastrous wars, there was generally enough food
to go around. But even the few idio enjoyed great riches -
the barons, the great landowners, the aristocracy - might be
considered "poor" by today's standards. None of them enjoyed
free education through college, expert medical care, or the
chance for worldwide travel. None of them knew such con¬
veniences as central heating, hot running water, electricity,
or the automobile - all of which are now available to families
with modest incomes throxi^out the Itoited States,^
Not eradicating this definition, however, poverty in America today
is of a far different order from poverty in xaost of the rest of the world
and from the kind of poverty that most history has recorded. The United
States has no mass "cid.ture'' of poverty. That is, Americans as a society
do not believe that it is their fate to be poor, that poverty is inevita¬
ble, On the contrary, one of our problems is a desire to become part of
the "culture" of the non-poor and the frustrations that result from being
unable to do so.
Sargent airiver, "Poverty" Reprinted from The Encgrclopedia Ameri¬
cana, (New York; Americana Corporation), p. 2,
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The Task Force on Economic Growth and Opportunity reports in The
Concept of Poverty the following:
Poverty in America involves specific people, families, and
groups. It is or has been widespread among some ethnic groups
and in some opmmxjnities lacking economic resources, but it is
not now a massive and chronic condition of the American econo¬
my and society as a vdiole. Historically, we have had no fixed
class of poor people. The vast majority of the millions of
immigrants >dio reached our shores almost penniless escaped
from poverty. In the past twenty five years, over 20 million
Americans transplanted themselves from farms. Many went to
the new and different life of the city. Again, the great
majority was able to escape poverty. It is this very tradi¬
tion that makes us insist that today's poverty can be treated;
that, if a vicious circle of poverty exists for certain groups,
it can be broken,^
According to Leon Keyserling in Progress or Poverty, poverty means
too little income. To this end, he states:
Descriptions of the poor by color or race, age or sex,
geographic location, type of employment or lack of job oppor¬
tunity, should never distract us from the one imiversal
characteristic of all the poor: they do not receive enough
income in money and other forms to rise above poverty. Only
programs which increase their incomes can reduce poverty,3
The Johnson administration defines as poor all family units with
incomes of less than $3>0C)0 a year and all unrelated individuals with
annual incomes below $1,000, According to the Economic Report of the
President (1965), too many of our citizens neither share adequately in the
benefits of our economic progress nor contribute effectively to its crea¬
tion. America's renewed focus on poverty last year called attention to
the fact that 35 million Americans - one fifth of the popiiLation — still
f
Task Force on Economic Growth and Opportunity, !Qie Concept of
Poverty. (Washington, D, C,: Chamber of Commerce), 1965, p. 6,
3
Leon Koyserling, ]^o^e3s or Poverty. (Washington, D, C.: Confer¬
ence on Economic Progress), I965, p. 15.
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lived in poverty, Harrington, after examining various bases of estima¬
tion, concludes that "somewhere between 20 and 25 per cent of the
American people are poor. They have inadequate housing, medicine, food,
and opportunity. The estimate made by Limier in his well-known study.
Poverty; Its Roots and Its Future (I965), was n;mibered between 40,000,000
and 50,000,000 human beings, Leon H, Keyserling, in his study. Poverty
and Deprivation in the United States (I962), estimated that the poor falls
within the same general range.
The causes of being poor cannot be contributed to any one factor.
They are many. We may now turn to some of the issues of policy and pro¬
gram. The main esqdanation of the total amount of poverty in almost any
country is to be found primarily in the average per capita output of the
country, and secondarily in how this output is distributed. Thus, to
determine how much personal characteristics have to do with the total
amount of poverty, we must appraise how much they have to do with trends in
per capita output and income distribution,
Keyserling concludes in his study. Progress or Poverty, that race
and sex per se are not significant factors in per capita output trends,
and are not among the mast important factors influencing income distribu¬
tion, However, they do affect distribution to a degree. It is often
urged, however, that if those with inadequate education or training —
incliKiing racial sannorities and women — were better educated or trained,
they would become more eligible for jobs and more productive; that this
would add to the per capita output of the economy as a whole; and that
in consequence there would be less poverty. All this is true, and
inproved education and training are needed. In short, placing appropriate
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en^jhasis upon the personal characteristics of the poor is helpfulj citing
these characteristics as the major cause of poverty tends to "blame"
individuals rather than the malfiinctioning of the economy. This leads to
much misen^jhasis in programmatic efforts, to relatively excessive reli¬
ance upon "case work" instead of fundamental remedies. Only inproving
our overall economic performance will reduce to manageable proportions the
truly personalized aspects of poverty. Some of the personal characteris¬
tics of the poor may be mentioned here.
Color as a factor in poverty; Keyserling emphasizes:
In 1963, more tham 43 percent of all nonwhite families
in the United States lived in poverty, contrasted with less
than 16 percent of all white families. The contrasts are
equally startling with respect to the most abject and miser¬
able types of poverty. Somewhat more than 9 percent of all
nonvdiite families had incomes of less than $1,000 a year,
contrasted with somevdiat more than 3 percent of all white
families.
Among unattached individuaiLs in 1963# more than 5$ per¬
cent of the nonwhites, and more than Z|2 percent of the whites,
lived in poverty; more tham 41 percent of the nonwhites and
more than 26 percent of the whites had incomes under $1,000,
One reason why these contrasts are less extreme than among
families is that poverty among unattached individuals is
especially heavily concentrated among the aged; and neglect
of our senior citizens has shown, relatively, a fine disre¬
gard for the color line.
The much higher concentration of poverty among nonvhites
involves many factors besides discrimination in jobs, educa¬
tion, and training, based upon color,^
Sex as a factor in poverty;
Poverty is more heavily concentrated among families
headed by women than among families headed by men, and among
vinattached women than among imattached men. In the first
place, women on the average live longer than men, and more
of them are beyond the usual working age. Thus, the excessive
^Ibid.. II, p. 37.
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concentration of poverty among women and families headed by
women is snbstantially due to the serious inadequacies in
OTir nationwide social sectirity and public assistance or
public welfare programs. In the second place, even when
working, women in general receive less pay than men, partly
beGause of less opportunity for training and education at
tbG higher levels, and partly because of discrimination
when employed even when of equal competence with their male
competitors.
Education as a factor in poverty:
Among both families and unattached individuals, there
is a very high correlation (regardless of causation) between
the amount of education and the amount of poverty. In 1963,
about 44 percent of the more than 7 million families whose
heads had less than S years of elementary education lived in
poverty, contrasted with less than 5 percent of the 5.3 mil¬
lion families i/diose heads had 4 or more years of college
education. Even among the almost 13.5 million families vAiose
heads had 4 years of high school education, a full 10 per cent
lived in poverty, 5
The basic causes of poverty, writes Lumer, are not individual but
social. Individual differences can at most determine vdao is most apt to
be poor, given the existence of poverty. But they cannot explain either
its existence or its extent. The reasons for these must be sought in
economic and social factors beyond the individual's control, ultimately
in the character of the processes of production and distribution. True,
there are people vho suffer poverty because of personal handicaps or just
plain misfortune. Such people need special consideration and help. But
to take such a social work s^proach to the overall problem of poverty in
our society is only to cover up the real causea. First of all, the bulk
of those in the lowest-paying jobs are not there because of lack of intel¬
ligence or other personaL deficimeies but for quite other reasons, A
large part of them, for exas^sle, are Negroes, Puerto Ricans or Mexican-
^Ibid.. HI, pp. 39-40.
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Americans vitio are victims of discrimination. Others may be workers —
particularly older workers — displaced from jobs by automation or the
closing down of plants and unable to find anything better. Secondly, the
iinemployed Appalachian coal miner or Pittsburg ste^worker is not out of
a job because of his "low productivity," On the contrary, it is the mul*-
tiplication of his productivity by means of new machinery and its utili¬
zation by his former employer to reduce the number of workers on his pay¬
roll that are responsible. If workers are victims of technological change
in our society, this has nothing to do with their personal characteristics,
"It was no sloth on the part of the coal minerj" states Bagdikian (In !fhe
Mdst of Plenty, p, 192), "that caused petrolexun to emerge as the more
versatile fuel. It was no weakness in the railroad engineer that made the
car and truck dominate transportation. Nor was it because farmers worked
less hard that expensive machinery became more profitable than the siiiple
plow ,,* Yet, the politics and social values of the commercial community,
which depend on this versatility and change, assume that poverty and unem¬
ployment are casual, self-inposed and self-liquidating,
When the President declared war against poverty in his State of the
Ikiion Message a year ago, the conscience of the American people was stirred.
Finally, it has become dear that America is not going to put up with the
paradox of poverty amidst prosperity. It has been realized that by itself
prosperity is not going to get rid of poverty. President Johnson, in his
Message, declared "all out War on Poverty," and in S, 2642, this
layman Lumer, Poverty; Its Roots and Its Future. (New York;
International Publishers, 1965), pp, 16-17.
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declaration has be«i translated into an effective battle plan.
The Economic Report to the President (January, 1965) states:
Vfidfflaing participation in prosperity will not be accom¬
plished easily. It calls for a combination of public and
private psslicies udilch, v^ile reflecting society’s coii5>as-
sion aaad concern, will attack the root causes of poverty.
It requires assisting all citizens who need help in develop¬
ing their full potential. It requires strengthening our pro¬
tections against the economic hazards inherent in modern
society. And it requires improving our assistance to those
vdio, because of age, disability, or adversity, are unable to
provide for themselves,'
Last year, the Council's Annual Report set forth a preliminaiy analy¬
sis of the structure of poverty, focusing on the economic characteristics
of the poor and the causes of their poverty. Since then additional in¬
formation has become available, shedding more light on the process by
which family poverty may arise, persist, or disappear.
In a statement made to the President from the Council of Economic
Advisers, it was pointed out that there will always be some Americans who
are better off than others. In the liiited States today we can see on the
horizon a society of abundance, free of much of the misery and degradation
that have been the old fate of man. Steadily rising productivity, together
with an improving network of private and social insurance and assistance,
has been eroding mass poverty in America, But the process is far too slow.
It is high time to redouble and to concentrate our efforts to eliminate
poverty,
airiver, in an article entitled "Poverty," concluded that it is
Council of Economic Advisers, Egonomic Report of the President.
(Washington, D, C.: U, S, Qovernmfflat I^inting Officey, 1965> p, l6l,
g
Sargent Shriver, loo, cit., p, 2.
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possible not to face the responsibility of society to provide its child¬
ren with the health and education and moral instruction that will enable
them to become independent, self-sufficient citizens. But it is not
possible to escape the penalties of failing to do so. Every under-educated,
under trained youth from a poverty background entering our work force
today will cost us approximately $30,000 in various kinds of welfare pay¬
ments in the course of his life. Either we help the youth or we support
the adult. And every dollar we invest now in the youth will save us t«i
to twenty times that before we are through,^
Nevertheless, Keyserling points out, the war against poverty can¬
not be a limited war, nor conducted on any one front alone. It cannot be
isolated from the problem of high unemployment, among the mat'ure as well
as teenagers, men as well as women, whites as well as Negroes, the skilled
as well as the unskilled. It cannot be limited to treatment of the young,
overlooking the massive poverty among the old. It cannot be separated
from the problems of bad housing and inadequate medical care, among people
of all ages; the problems of educational deficiencies at all levels, by
no means in the case of the poor alonej the problem of maintaining optimum
economic growth. In terms of policies and programs, educational and
training efforts, pointed specifically to the poor and linemployed, cannot
be successful by themselves. Th^ need to be acconpanied by effective
public policies and programs with respect to pending and taxation, credit
and money, agriculture, social security and welfare, minimum wage protec¬
tion, housing and virban renewal, and resource development, as well as
9^Ibid.. p. 4.
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effective private policies -with respect to price, vrages, profits, and,
investment. And even this listing is not all inclusive*^*^
The Economic Opportunity Act of 1964
Passage of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 marked the opening
of an enlarged attack on inadequate incomes in an economy of relative
abundance, -writes the Council of Economic Advisers. The main thrust of
this effort is directed at the roots of poverty — particularly at help¬
ing the children of the poor. The programs of the Office of Economic
Opportunity will provide a community-wide focus for anti-poverty efforts
by offering education, training, and work experience to help young people
escape from poverty. They augment other Government programs for education,
training, health, and -welfare services -^diich deal less specifically with
poverty. Therefore, the purpose is as follows:
Although the economic well-being and prosperity of the
United States have progressed to a level surpassing any
achieved in world history, and although these benefits are
widely shared throxighout the Nation, poverty continues to
be the lot of a substantial numb^ of our people. The United
States can achieve its full economic and social potential as
a nation only if every indi-vldual has the opportunity to con¬
tribute to the full extent of his capabilities and to parti¬
cipate in the workings of our society. It is, therefore, the
policy of the United States to ^i.minate the paradox of poverty
in the midst of plenty in this Nation by opening to everyone
the opportxinity to live in decen<^ and dignity. It is the
p-urpose of this Act to strengthwi, s-upplement, and coordinate
efforts in furtherance of that policy,^
Title I of Statute 2642 contains provision for the assistance,
through work and training programs, of between three hiindred and foxir
^^Keyserlii^, loc, eit,, p. 6,
^U. S. Department of Labor, Public Law 88-452, SSth Congress, S.
2642, (Washington, D. C.t U, S. Government Printing Office, August, ‘64),
p* 1.
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hvindred thousand boys and girls every year. The work and training pro¬
grams will be elaborated on in the second chapter.
The Job Corps program provided for by Title I - A of the Act •will
provide training and work camp experience for young men and women vho
need most of all to be given a new environment in which to develop their
talents. Thus^ its purpose is;
The purpose of this part is to prepare for the responsi¬
bilities of citizenship and to increase the enployability of
yoTUig men and young women aged sixteen through twenty-one by
providing them in rural and urban residential centers with
education, vocational training, useful work experience, includ¬
ing work directed toward the conservation of natural resources,
and other appropriate activities,
The Act covers or entails a great deal more, but my major concern
is Title I - Part A — Job Corps,
The projects of the Economic Opportimity Act^^ can be sponsored by
local governments, public institutions such as schools and hospitals, or
private nonprofit agencies. The Federal Government •will contribute 90
per cent of the cost of the program, •with the local sponsor being respon¬
sible for the remaining 10 percent. I am concerned, here with the iiiple-
mentation of this Act by the business firms.
There are many vdio wonder about the applicability of the Job Corps
Program and the Economic Opportunity Act in general. In particular, in
an article -written by Christopher Jencks, it appears that the poverty
problem has been tackled in a roimd-about way and he concludes the plan
Ibid,. p, 1.
13
The ten programs of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 will be
explained briefly in Chapter II,
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has two flaws. Thus, he says;
First, there is no prospect of creating enoxigh well-paid
jobs to absorbe all of America’s children, even if they all
earn Ri,D. *s, Mechanization and automation are proceeding
eactremely fast, and official statistics show that despite the
economy's growth, it aotuaily takes fewer workers today than
in 1957 to satisfy private denahd for goods and services. ]n
recent years, growth of the job market has been produced
entirely by government expenditures for things like missiles,
highways, education (and the way of poverty), and by the
growth of nonprofit organizations. Today, however. President
Johnson is trying to reduce federal expenditxires, ^.flho, then,
is going to hire the children of the poor, even assuming they
are well educated?
The second and more basic difficulty with the Administra¬
tion's anti-poverty strategy is that no known program of edu¬
cation and training can do very much to remedy the damage done
to most children by growing in the wrong kind of home. If
youngsters haven't clothes they can wear to school without
feeling ashamed, or if their parents don't give them the self-
respect and self-confidence they will need to stay afloat in
modern America, hov^ much can we expect from Job Corps or "com¬
munity action" programs?^^
Barbara Carter in her article, "Can The Job Corps Do Tne Job?."
expresses that the Job Corps is somevdiat misnamed for the youths who spend
a year or so in its training camps are by no means assured of jobs when
they leave. But the young men at the canps will learn job skills. To
this end, she states:
Is anyone responsible for the ones who don't get in?
Washington seems to be of three minds about it. On the one
hand, CEO screening guide suggests that ho one is. The screen¬
ing agencies are asked merely to keep the names for four months
and to "advise" the Job Corps of the nv^er not contacted,
giving the reason udiy. The reason may be as sinple as "no
more screening necessary" - that is, the local "order" for
the Job Corps was alreadjr filled* "This information can be
siaply in qxiantitative formj ” tbe OEO cautions the screening
^Christopher Jenc&s, "Do V/e Want to ’Win the War on Poverty?,"
The Saturday Evening Post, March 13, 1965, p. 14.
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agenciesj "the uncontacted names themselves needn’t be sent
in."
Secoiidly, the guide makes it clear that ’*Tbe Job Corps
eaqjects that the screener will advise such youths about other
youth ei^lojfiaeht facilities that may be available," adding,
"further instructions about this will be comnninicated,*,"
But it reuiains to be seen whether the screoaing agencies, in
many cases run by the state ea^loyment service, will feel it
worth their vdiile to set up interviews at their own expense
for all the names coming in^on the weekly lists after Job
Corps "orders" have been filled.
Finally, the form letter that goes from Shriver's office
to everyone who sends in a card (J"We are glad to learn of
your interest”) seems to suggest that it’s up to the youths
themselves to find their own alternatives. "'While you are
waiting," it says blandly, having explained that it will take
"a few months" for enou^ centers to be ready, "Ask your eat-
ployment office, boys’ club, settlment house or county agent
... about other job possibilities.'^^
According to The Concept of Poverty, another critic of the program.
Professor Urie Bronfenbrenner, a social psychologist from Cornell Univer¬
sity, who profess an equally strong dedication to help the poor, points
to many defects in the proposal. One inportant defect is the looseness
of the Act. Thus, it states;-
Professor Bronfenbrenner argues that the bill focuses
too much on the problems of youths aged 16-22 and not enoijgh
on those of early childhood. In his view "it should be a
fundamental part of the poverty program to facilitate the
establishment of day-care centers in depressed areas," The
reason given for the stress on day-care centers is that it
is a way of "striking at poverty where it hits first and most
damagingly.
In a paper addressed to the Senate Committee on Labor and Public
15
Barbara Carter, "Can The Job Corps Do the Job?." The Reporter.
March 25, 1965, p. 23.
16,
Task Force on Economic Growth and Opportunity, loc. cit.. p. 134.
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Welfare on the Econosiic Opportunity Act of 1964, July 17, 1964, W.
Willard Wirtz, Secretary of Labor, concludes that S. 2642 promises no
miracles, pretends at no panacea. It. is, though, the product of a hard-
headed idealism iidiich is the truest expression of the American character.
It offers a sound beginning, a careful plan, an attainable goal, a practi¬
cal dedication of the nation to the purpose of the great society. The
infection of poverty undermines our national strength in many different
ways, and only a unified counter-attack will bring the victory we seek as
a nation, Vi/hen we fight poverty, we must fight the cumulative and inter¬
related effect of every aspect of it. To do less will be to lose.
In his conclusion, h’s agrees that the issue in S. 2642 is iiAiether
we propose, as a nation, to live by the same moral code we profess as
17
individuals. We do. '
Statement of the Problem
This study will be made in an attempt to determine the extent to
which selected business firms are (l) cooperating or their intent regard¬
ing the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964; (2) to determine to what extent
to viiich their efforts tend to reduce the rate of xmonployment; and (3)
to determine the general perception of the business executives.
Purpose of the Study
The purposes of this study will be to determine compliance or non-
compliance with the Economic Opportunity Act by business fiims; (2) to
17
W. Willard Wirtz, "S, 2642, Economic Opportunity Apt of 1964>"
(Washington, D, C.: U. S. Government Printing Office), July 17, 1964,
p, 13.
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deterniine whether the con^sliance is mutual; (3) to make a comparison of
the attitudes of the executives of the business firms; and (4) to see if
all three hundred business firms will or have cooperated with the Act,
3h comp]^Sring or cooperating with the Economic Opportunity Act of
1964, the businessmen's hope is to help alleviate the ancient plague of
poverty.
Significance of the Study
This study may be of most significance to the students of business,
economics, and sociology. Further, it may provide information to those
who are interested in economic growth and problems of unemployment as well
as social adjustment. Also, it is hoped that this study provides a mean^
ingful evaluation of some of the efforts on the part of the business firms
to alleviate the meager conditions facing hiimanity today.
It may be well to mention here that many of the correspondence
received voiced the opinions that the selection of "The Inplementation of
The Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 by Selected Business Firms" as a sub¬
ject is timely, praise was given to the Atlanta University for its fine
diligence in pursuing such a survey, and much success extended with the
project.
For many years Americans believed that economic growth alone would
take care of the problem of poverty. But it did not. Economic growth
increased national wealth and vdd«n^ its distribution, but it failed to
lift the miserable, the unlucky, the unskilled, from the bottom of the
heap.
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Design of the Study
The writer will use a sample of 300 of the largest United States
industrial corporations taken from The Fortune Director for August, I964.
An Inventory of Executive Opinion - Evaluative Form and cover letter will
be mailed to each executive to determine their perception and intent
regarding the Title I - Part A — Job Corps and the Economic Opportxinity
Act of 1964 in general. Information will be gathered from the Act - S,
2642 and secondary sources such as newspapers, pamphlets, brodiures, books
and other data secured from the Office of Economic Opportunity, The Depart¬
ment of Labor, The Department of Health and Welfarej, the Department of
Education and Labor, The Bureau of Statistic and the Chamber of Commerce,
Washington, D. C., and others.
More specifically the design of the study will be as follows:
1. Permission will be secured from the School of Business Admin¬
istration, Atlanta University, to execute the study.
2. The literature pertinent to the study will be reviewed,
3. Questionnaires will be used to secure the reqxiired data pertin¬
ent to the study.
4. The data will be interpreted and analyzed in terms of effec¬
tiveness and relationships will be constructed with reference
to the consistency of respondents,
5. Findings, conclusions and recbmmeniiatiGns from the analysis
and interpretation of the data ^dll be derived and presented.
Limitations
Due to the fact that this research is dealing mainly with Title I
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Part A — Job Corps, all other portions of the Act will not be covered
to any extent^ herein. However, they will be mentioned briefly in Chap¬
ter II, Ttas., this study will have the following limitations*
1. The study will be conducted from 300 of the leading business
firms in the United States taken from Fortune Magazine -
August, 1964, issue. Conclusions, findings, and recommenda¬
tions will apply only to the selected business firms studied,
2. The data of this study will be obtained through the use of a
questionnaire,
3. The study will be subjected to all the limitations of the
questionnaire-type study.
Since this Act has only been in effect a limited period, there is
definite need for further analysis in order to get the real picture of its
ijiplementation by the business firms.
CHAPTER H
OPEHATrOM OP JOB CORPS CENTERS
Projgrams
The omnibus Econoniic Opportunity Act involves not one but several
Federal departments (Office of Economic Opportunity, Department of Labor,
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Department of Agriculture,
and anall Business Administration), and not one but ten poverty programs
ranging from jobs to education, covering children as well as adults^ and
aimed at rural as well as urban communities.
The ten poverty programs under the Economic Opportunity Aet include:
The Job Corps — Provides residential centers for yopng men and
women, 16 through 21, in a coordinated program of basic education,...
skill training and construction work experience. Designed for
youth lacking schooling and skills for jobs. Smaller centers will
be located on public lands; larger ones will be on unused Federal
facilities near cities, A volimtary program. Forty thousand will
be enrolled in the first year, and 100,000 in the second.
The Wbrk-Traininjg Program ~ Provides full- or part-time work
experience and training for youths, l6 through 21, enabling them
to stay in or return to school, car increase employability. Can be
carried out by agency of State, local government, or nonprofit
organization. The program will place youngsters in work in hospitals
settlanent houses, schools, libraries, courts, parks, and playgrounds
18
This program comes under the Department of Labor.
The Work-Study Program — Provides part-time eHployment of col¬
lege, university students from low-income families. On-can^ius jobs
to include dormitory and plant maintenance, food service, clerical
work, library indexing, lab assistance, and others. Off-campus
employment, conducted under agreement with public or nonprofit
organizations, will place students as tutors, youth vrorkers,
recreation leaders, community service aides. This program comes
xinder the Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
Community Action Programs — Provides financial support for
local anti-poverty cangiaigns in urban and rural areas, on Indian^
reservations and among migrant workers. Possible projects in local
anti-poverty programs include: remedial reading, literacy instruc¬
tion, job training, employmoit counseling,: hb&emaking'services, job
development, vocational rehabilitation, health services, among
others. These programs will enable communities to attack the net¬
work of problems \CLth network of positive, varied, coordinated
programs. Federal assistance depends on community's determination
to (1) mobilize its own public and private resources, (2) develop
programs of sufficient scope and size that promise to eliminate the
causes of poverty, (3) involve the poor themsd.ves in developing
and operating the anti-poverty attacks, and (4) administer and
coordinate the community action programs through public or private
non-profit agencies, or a coE&ination of these. Federal government
to pay up to 90 per cent of cost of local programs in first two
yearsj after that assistance on 50-50 matching basis. These
19
programs are administered under the Office of Economic Opportunity.
VISTA Volunteers (Volunteers in Service to America) — Provides
an opportunity for those, IS and over, to join the War on Poverty.
Volunteers will work with migrant laborers, on Indian reservations
in urban and rural community action programs, in slxim areas, hos¬
pitals, schools and in institutions for mentally ill and retarded.
Period of service one year. Volunteers will receive a living allow¬
ance and $50 a month. Plans call for 5,000 VISTA Volunteers. This
program comes under the heading of the Office of Economic Oppor-
tianity.
Adult Basic Education Program — Provides assistance to States
for special prograjis of literacy instruction. Allotments to States
is based on the number of adults 18 and over with less than a 6th
grade education. This program is administered by the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare,
Special Programs to Combat Poverty in Rural Areas — Provides
loans and technical assistance to help very low income farm fami¬
lies increase their income from farming or in other ways. The
loans also will assist other rural families develop new opportuni¬
ties for earning added income. In addition, there will be loans
to start or strengthen cooperatives serving these families. These
programs comes under the heading of the Department of Agriculture,
Assistance for Migrant Agricultural Workers and Their Families —
Provides grants, loans, and loan gueorantees to assist States and
localities for special needs in housing, sanitation, education and
the day care of children. This program falls under the heading of
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the Office of Economic Opportimity,
An Employment and Investment Incentives Program — Provides up
to $25 >000 for small businesses not eligible under other loan pro¬
grams. These include; retail and service enterprises employing
three or fewer persons, such as luncheonettes, filling stations,
drug stores, barber shops, delicatessens, beauty parlors, furniture
movers, cleaning shops, etc. This program comes under the heading
of the Small Business Administration.
Work-Experience Program — Provides funds for projects to help
xmemployed fathers and other needy persons to gain work experience
and job training. Directed primarily toward jobless heads of
families in nAiich there are dependent children. This program is
administered by the Department of Health, Education and 'Welfare,^®
Of these ten poverty programs, six have been in operation before
the passing of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964. Thus, the Act creates
four major new programs
1, The Job Corps hires high-school dropouts to work in rural con¬
servation caii5)s and urban training centers. Hopefully, this
will ready the recruits for jobs. Meanwhile th^ will be kept
off the labor market, off the streets, and (if we are lucky)
out of trouble,
2. The Nei^borhood Youth Corps program is enabling local organi-
18
Office of Economic Opportunity, "Quick Facts About the War on
Poverty," (Washington, D. C.; Public Affairs), 322-5210, pp. 1-2,
19
Jencks, loc. cit., p. 12,
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zations to hire unemployed yo\ingsters for public-service jobs,
such as iniproving parks and working hospitals.
3. The wConanunity Action" program (#iich grew out of federal
efforts to fight delijaquiimigr) gives money to provide the poor
with sei*vices raiiging from legal advice for slum tenants to
job-placement programs. But most of the funds will go to train
yoimg people from poor homes to become responsible (and en^iloy-
able) adults,
4. The '•Work Ejqjerience" program will help communities reduce the
welfare rolls by training and finding employment for parents.
National recruitment for the Job Corps began in January, with na¬
tionwide radio and television, newspaper, and mgazine coverage. Materials
(signs, picture pamphlets, filmstrips) were to be placed, according to an
OEO handbook in "theaters, dance halls, bowling alleys, subways and busses,
stoi'es, churches, and clubs." Even billboards were brought into play. Let
us now tiorn to look at the registration side of the Job Corps,
Segistration
The Job Corps produced what is known as "Opportunity Cards" (regis¬
tration cards) in the form of pink and blue postcards addressed to the
Job Corps in Washington; no stamp needed, of course. "I am interested in
the Job Corps," is printed on the cards leaving space for name, address,
phone number, age and sex. Kfest of the cards are blue and white, thou^
some, for girls, are pink,
1?he applicants fi3J. in, the necessary infoimation and the cards are
sent to Washington and then, what? First, th^ are shunted off to Virginia
to be processed through a computer that compiles lists of names and
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addresses by states and areas. Each week, the 1,700 screening centers
throughout the country will get a list of those who have applied from
their area, "From time to time,” accordingto an Office of Economic Oppor¬
tunity handbook, the Job Corps will indicate “how many eligible youths
should be screened.” A screening process has been set up to find those
yoxmg men and women vdio, though uneducated and xmskilled, have the basic
minim-urn requirements of aptitude, health and ambition that -vdll enable
them to break the bonds of poverty. The Job Corps is neither a sanitari¬
um for incurables nor a correctional institute for incorrigibles. Nor is
it simply a breadline. -According to the Examination of the VJar on Poverty
Program states;
In its first six months, the Job Corps has employed more
than 1900 U. S. Employment Service offices as a nationwide
screening netvropk. It is to these offices that a youth goes
after he is contacted in reply to the “Opportuinity Card” he
sent in himself. Screening is handled by State Enploymeht
services and Community Action Programs, Women's Job Corps
enrollees are screened by Women in Commundty Service (WICS),
a national confederation of four major women's groups. Cath¬
olic, Protestant, Jewish and Negro,
The screening process — operating within broad guide¬
lines — attempts to find those youths -who can most benefit
from the Job Corps, It consists of three parts; tests to
determine basic intelligence level, mathematical skill auid
reading capabilityj a medical examinationj and an interview
to determine the applicant's family background, enployment
history, educational experience and other relevant data.
Within the first six months, the Job Corps has established
a workable system that has screened applicants from all 50
states and the District of Coltambia, from both rural and xirban
areas,
For each recruit accepted, the screening center will be reirabiirsed about
20
U. S, Department of Education and Labor, Examination of the War
on Poverty Program. Hearings before the Committee on Education and Labor,
(Washington, D. C,; Dept, of Education and Labor), 1965^ p. 95,
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eighty dollars. As stated in the Examination of the War on Poverty Pro¬
gram, there are several tests involved, a rather lengthy interview, a
physicaQ. examination to be arranged, and a parent's or guardian’s signa¬
ture to be obtained. The results are sent back to the Job Corps in
Washington, and there "screened" again. When the Job Corps accepts a
youth, the local agency is notified and a travel-reimbursement voucher is
sent. Thus, the Examination of the War on Poverty Program states:
They arrive in hand-me-down clothes - under-nourished,
under-educated and under-skilled. Many have never been
more than 25 or 30 miles away from home before in their
lives, A little afraid, but full of hope, they are there
because the promise of the Job Corps -- that this is their
chance to BE SOMEBODY, to DO something. Some of them think
it is their last chance,^
At this point, the Economic Opportunity Office suggests, an "enroll¬
ment ceremony," properly publicized, would be appropriate. Afterward, a
less-publicized ceremony quickly takes place - the administration of the
loyalty oath - and away the recruit goes. Let us now take a look at the
patient instruction viiich leads to the beginnings of thought, comprehen¬
sion, and maturity.
The Curriculum
The object of the curriculum is to take young people vAio have
experienced nothing but poverty and turn them into comprehending, useful
citizens as quickly as possible. As soon as the boys arrive at their
respective centers, they meet with cotmselors, who will tailor an individ¬
ual education program for each according to vocational bent and the level
^Ibid.. n, p. 94.
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of academic adiievement. All 1011 study reading - there are special text¬
books, designed for readers of various levels; films and audio aids; ele¬
mentary mathematical equipment and modem teaching devices. The reding
program, for instance, is designed to teach the Cprpsman tp read an average
book, magazine, vocational training manu^ or newspaper. Since reading
abilities vary — from those of eighth’-grade level down to those who don't
even know the alphabet — the reading program moves each student ahead at
his own pace. All will also study writing, American history and civics, in
addition to vocational subjects, Mathanatics instmction is also geared
to students of varying abilities. The main object is to bring all of than
to the point where th^ can cope with problems that come up in eveiyday
life — shopping, paying bills, paying taxes, buying a car. But it is
flexible enough to serve those exceptional Corpsmen who can advance to
higher mathematics, master slide rules and geometry. In hopes of develop¬
ing civic responsibility and leadership^: the boys will be guided ip setting
up a "student government."
The programs at the women's centers include education, work-training
and home-making.
The tentative schedule calls for the youngsters to have breakfast
at 7 a.ra,, attend classes from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m,, with a break for lunch.
Supper will be at 5:30 p.m. Lights will go out at 10 p.m, weekdays and
11 p ,m, on weekends.
There will be’ no classes on Saturday, But the boys will be kept
occupied with studies, hobbies, athletics and field trips. Sometimes
there will be dances on Saturday night, with girls from nearby communities
invited and vice vei'sa with girls at their respective centers, Sunday
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will be a day of relaxation, with the youths free to attend church, play
touch football or simply laze around. Movies will be shown on Sunday
night.
Job Training
The Job-Training Program, ranges from teaching Gorpsmen how to use
a telephone directory to how to fix a carburetor. This program is divided
into two parts; general Job skills — ■vdiether it's maintenance of office
machines or typing and filing. It also teaches enrollees how to get a
Job, how to keep a Job, and how to "get ahead in business by really try¬
ing."
The Job training goes forward with the help of private industry.
Business concerns such as the Federal Electric Corporation, Science
Research Associates (part of IBM), the Packard Bell Electronics Corporsu-
tion and Litton Industries (and others) have contracted to provide voca¬
tional training. Each of the businesses participating in the operation
of a Job Corps center has long experience in training people for Jobs.
Litton Industries, for instance has trained 20,000 people in the last
three years, more than 2,000 from the ranks of the unemployed,
Mast yoving people who Join the Job Corps do so with goals in mind.
They want to "be somebody," to "get somewhere," Let us now turn to the
placement.
Job Placement
Looking at the positions that the youths will be training for,
22
Ibid., in. pp. 97-99.
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Stanley Penn had this to say:
There are tvro types of facilities — 'urban and rural.
The rural centers, 62 of which have been announced, will be
relatively small, housing from 100 to 200 young men each.
These centers will assign youths to do conservation work
in the nation*s forests ^d parks and will offer genial
training in various outdoor skills. The rural facilities
■will be operated directly by the Federal Government.
The urban Job Corps centers, on the other hand, will
each enroll at least 1,000 young people, and some 'will be
far larger. They will concentrate on fitting youths to
work in fields in which there are shortages of help in the
nation’s cities. These job categories, according to the
Government, include office machines repairmen, gas station
attendants, retail clerks, custodial maintenance men and
cooks. Though the first urban centers are all for young
men, eventually centers for women will be opened, too,
Ikiiversities and state agencies as well as private com¬
panies ■will be given the responsibility for rxuaiing urban
Job Corps centers, though in some cases they will subcon¬
tract part of the undertaking to private firms.
Of the many Job Corps centers announced to date, Kilmer (Edison, Mew Jersey)
was the second to open. The first was one located at an abandoned Naval
station near Astoria, Oregon; managed by the Ikiiversity of Oregon, 'with
vocational training subcontracted to Ford Motor Conpany’s Philco subsidi¬
ary.
According to Stanley Penn, Federal Electric is running the Kilmer
center under a $11,250,000 contract from the Government. The company will
be responsible for housing, feeding and teaching the boys enrolled in the
training program. Federal Electric’s contract to operate Kilmer is on a
cost-plus-fixed-fee basis, and the company stands to earn a profit of
$5itil,000 over the 22 months the initial contract for operating the Kilmer
facility is scheduled to run. But immediate profit is not the only motive
Stanley Penn, Wall Street Journal. February 11, 1965, p, 1.
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of the companies seeking to participate in the Job Corps program,
A number of coirpanies view the Job Corps as a major opportunity to
get a foothold in the growing field of basic education.
So, how do all these things come to: pass once the OorpsHian has
finished his training? 'While none has graduated yet, this is the appara^-
tus that has been set up to help him. The Examination of the War on Pov¬
erty Program writes:
The business community is helping. More than a dozen
major companies, including two major automotive manufac¬
turers, two of the nation's largest retail sales chains,
and several nationwide franchising organizations, have
already asked how they can hire Job Corps graduates. Bus¬
inessmen’s Councils, in cooperating with the Job Corps
centers, are being set up along the lines of 'Veterans Coun¬
cils, which were successful in getting jobs for veterans
following World 'War II,
Young men and women can go on to on-the-job training
with private companies, or more vocational training at
public or private schools. They may find that they want
to enter (or re-enter) public schools or perhaps colleges.
They may go to State employment agencies or Youth Impor¬
tunity Centers, which are on the alert for Job Corps place¬
ments, or they may enter the armed services.
Job Corpsmen from rural centers may join the conserva¬
tion agency staffs on the apprentice level, They may stay
on at their own or other canps as junior counselors. Many
rural center graduates may seek the extra vocational train¬
ing available at urban centers.24
Job Corps training programs are aimed at satisfying the demand for
workers as indicated by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, BLS charts show
that American will need 625,000 typists in the next 10 years. The jobs,
and 10-year needs for other occupations are as follows; Nurses' aides
(725,000); sales clerks (560,000); appliance servicemen (100,000), and
^^’Examination of the War on Poverty Program, loc. cit., p. 101,
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automobile mechanics (275,000).^^
Let us now Tfiew the instructioijal angle.
Signing: tfo.. Instructors
Wien the Kilmer center receiveii its full quqta of youths. Federal
Electric employed 1^ instructors there. Also on the staff are 35 cbun-
selors, charged with checking on each youth's progress and helping with
personal problems, and 75 group leaders, ’sdio live at the center and super¬
vise after-class activities. Ihployment ads for staff members in New
York area newspapers, relevant to the Kilmer center, drew a heavy response,
and Federal Electric had little trouble attracting teachers, social workers
and other qualified personnel for the Kilmer project.
Each urban center will specialize in certain vocational areas, and
each will draw youths interested in its specialities from all over the
country, with Uncle Sam. picking up the bill for travel expenses.
A1Iowannes
The boys at Kilmer are outfitted with surplus military clothes.
They will live in one-story cender-block bxiildings, three to a room. Each
boy will have a bed, desk, chair and reading lamp. There will be a
loxmge in each dormitory with a phonograph, a radio and a television set.
The center will have a snack bar serving hamburgers and soft drinks —
but no strong drinks, such as bder or liquor.
■Kedlcal and dental servio.es will be; provided free. Moreover, the
Job Corps ehrollees will probably average a year of education, work and
^^Ibid,, p. 101
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physical training. Each boy receives $30 a month in pocket money. At
the end of his stay, he vdll also receive an allowance of $50 for each
month of service in the Job Corps. The maximum ’’enlistaenth is two years.
In addition to these sums^ if the Go^psman chooses to allocate $25 of that
amount each month to his family,, the Job Corps will match that.
The officials stress that all the boys will be carefully screened.
Mentally retarded boys, dope addicts, sexual perverts and criminals will
be barred. Once in the camps the boys will be under the watchful eye of
supejrvisors round the clock. And the boys will be put on notice that a
serious offense will result in expulsion from the Job Corps,
There are some who have dropped out since the starting of these
centers. Let us how view the situation.
The Dropouts
Because this is a pioneer program,, and because even the people >ho
screen the applicants were new at their jobs, there have been dropouts.
Some young people showed up at centers expecting too much — in the way of
handouts. Others e:}q)ected too little — in the way of work. And, of
course, homesickness, -vdiich causes even college dropouts, has taken its
toll. But more and more screeners are visiting the centers and learning
how to describe them accurately. And more and more, the Job Corps story
is getting out and the youngsters are learning what to expect, from the
screeners, from their brothers and, soon, from returning **veteraES,"
Contracts
Tbe prime contractors for the urban centers are paid of a cost-
plus-fixedi-fee basis, and no fee has exceeded 4.7 percent of the contract
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cost. The Offiee of Economic Opportunity has been pleased avith the results
so far, iSaati ahticipates continuing to work with private contractors in the
operational of these centers, recognizing that iiidustiy has a vested
interest in job' training, as well a broad expertise in the field.
The creation of the Job Corps raised several questions of policy,
among them were camp sites.
Camp Sites
In locating caap sites, the Job Corps has run into local opposition
from property-ovmers who esqjress fears that having such a center in their
midst vfould disrupt the community. It is often the same sort of emotional
opposition encountered by the Armed Services in locating a missile site,
or by the state when it wants to run a new highway through. However, in
most cases, the Job Corps, with the help of clergymen and community leaders,
has been able to prove to such objectors that far from being intrusions
the Job Corps centers may well bring with them the eventual rewards of a
new highv/ay. For when you relieve the poverty of some, you augment the
prosperity of all.
CHAPTER HI
EXECUTIVES* ATTITUDES AM) OPINIONS^^
Of a study of 300 of the leading business firms in the United States
taken from Fortune Directory» 1964^ over 100 returns were received. Only
21^ voiced the opinion that they did not want to participate in the study
at this time due to several reasons; (l) the nevmess of the Actj (2)
limited staff meidjers; and (3) lack of ejqDerience with youth trained under
it, 14^ of the companies had merged, moved to a different location, or not
in operation imder the same name, therefore, the letters were returned for
insufficient names or addresses.
Looking at the questionnaire (a copy o-f idiich has been included in
the Appendix) returns, much information regarding attitudes ahd opinions
has been revealed. We shall take each statement separately;
Relevant to the opinion that the Act will be beneficial to all who
take a part or participates, there were no strongly disagrees, 7^ dis¬
agreed, 12^ were uncertain, 51% agreed, and 6^ strongly agreed. The 1%
who disagreed stated that they questioned the use of the word ALL in the
statement. It is felt that the Job Corps will most certainly be benefi¬
cial to those young men and wois^n vhq make good use of the opportunity.
To naffloe only a fewj benefits are being obtained from new and wholesome
eh^d^rWients, physical training, adequate medical services, guidance and
For statistics, see Table I at the end of this chapter.
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counseling and social responsibilities for these people.
With regard to the need for some changes in the provisions of the
Act - 13^ disagreed, 86^ just didn't know. The Act being only eleven (11)
months old, and with relatively few companies deepiy involved, there are
no changes recommended at this point. Some preferred not to comment on
its specific provisions, yet.
The opinion that the Act is most favorable because it atteng)ts to
do something about poverty received 1% strongly disagreed, 2$ disagreed,
14^ didn’t know, 72^ agreed and 8^ strongly agreed. By attempting to
apply the productivity and talents of young people, it is felt by the 72^
that the Job Corps is an extremely worth-vdiile said favorable project.
The possibility of recruits being hired into a company after train¬
ing is completed is favorable received disagreed - these revealed the
attitudes that when there is a widespread national shortage in a particu¬
lar occupation, such as auto mechanic, the people trained may get direct
employment in this line of work in small, decentralized shops, but this
kind of situation is most unlikely to occur in a large-scale industry,
such as the steel and other industries. 23^ didn’t know, and 72^ agreed.
Most of the 72^ seem to voice the opinion that recruitment and hiring
policies are baaed strictly on capability to handle the job. Therefore,
while an enrollee in the Job Corps vrauld no doubt emerge as a better
citizen> if he still lacked educational and technical requirements, his
ckathdes of engjlcyffle^it would remain the same,
^levant to the opinion that the firm has planned to use other
measures to strengtheh this program in order to counteract poverty; 8^
disagreed,. 29^ didn’t know, 66^ agreed, and 4^ strongly agreed. The 60^
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iihat agreed and the 4^ that strongly agreed seem to be in favor of reduc¬
ing poverty in our country and throughout the world. Other measures, such
as participating in Plans for Progressj Welcome Educator Program; Coun-
selor-industiy Ssoinar; Snployment Opportimities for Negroes in Wilmington,
Delaware; Applicant Reject Study and Inter-Personal Assistance Program
and others.
With regard to, ^As an executive, I believe that participation in
the efforts under this Act will have an effect on the business trend of
this firm" - disagreed, 23>% didn’t know, and 40^ agreed. It might be
said here, that from a businessman’s vie'Vi^Qint, any such effort to stimu¬
late the productivity of our young citizens will indeed add its mark to
the free enterprise system of the companies and the nation.
Relevant to the companies having any future intentions regarding
the Act, there were 22% - Yes;, 19^ - Hoj and unoertain* Of the 22%
who said "Yes" some gave the following for intentions; (l) attempt to
participate more actively; (2) to help Tidiere possible; and (3) investigat¬
ing course of actions. Of the 19^ vdxo said "No," many revealed that thqy
would rather wait and see the program in full operation, first, and possi¬
bly, they will have some intentions. Of the 40^ vdio were uncertain or
didn’t know, most of them revealed that the nature of their businesses
have, in most instances, concentrated their operations in areas where
poverty and unemployment have not been a great problem. Accordingly,
most of their facilities do hot geographically lend themselves to the
training of persons under the Economic Opportunity Act. However, they are
in favor of it.
As to what do the business executives think about the ftiture outlook
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or prospects for the Act woiild be, there were 14^ favorable, 2% no com¬
ment, 21)$ good, and 2Q% uncertain. It is felt by some that the prospects
would appear to be a permanent fixture of American economic life. The
idaSs of vocational education and retraining are good ones.
■Whereas some congjanies are not engaged in Job Corps Centers, four
(4) companies mentioned their participation in the Community Action Pro¬
grams j three (3) companies are participating with the Neighborhood Youth
Corpsj six (6) companies are partiGlpating under the Manpower Development
and Training Act; and still other companies are waiting for contracts to
be completed under the Job Corps Program.
From the information given above, it appears that the Job Corps is
doing a veiy good job of its operation.
In comparing the statements: "I would like to see some changes in
the provisions of the Act," and ••Do you have any future intentions regard¬
ing the Act," there is a similaritiy between the two. For the first - 86^
uncertainty and the largest percentage; for the second statement - the
largest percentage is 40^ viiich is uncertainty. I gather from these facts
that it is too early to tell whether meaningful amendments to the Economic
Opportunity Act cculd be offered.
The second portion of the questionnaire, "Answer the following, if
yoxar firm is operating a training center," was not answered by any business
firm and I haven,’t the slightest idea -vdiy, “Kiough, sonie of the coapanies
mentioned - not applicable, not operating a training center and other
similar statements — all meaning the same thing.
Business films have and still are entering contracts with the
government to implement and push forward their efforts on the part of the
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Act. It is stated in Part A of the Job Co3rps Program that:
The Ddlrector of the Office ... is authorized to —
(a) enter into agreements iBriLth any Federal, State, or
local agency or private organization for the establishment
and op ration, in rural and urban areas, of conservation
camps and traijalng centers and for the provision of such
facilities and services as in His judgment are needed to
carry out the purposes of this part
Thus far, the companies that have contracts vri.th the government and
are operating Job Corps Centers are Federal Electric Corporation, Science
Research Associates (part of IBM), General Electric, Packard Bell Elec¬
tronics Corporation, Litton Industries and Burroughs Corporation.
A few direct opinions by business executives may be mentioned here
regarding the Economic Opportunity Act and the Job Corps Program;
The various programs of the Economic Opportunity Act have
been of such a short duration that to sufficiently evaluate
their effectiveness would be difficult at this time* Insofar
as basic education is offered to raise reading and arithmetic
levels as well as working training, it would seem the Job
Corps is a valuable opportunity for the trainees^
Another states:
In view of the newness of the Job Corps Program and the
variables of training, our manpower requirements, location
of job applicants, etc., it is difficult to say whether we
wo-uld or would not hire graduates. The administrators 'in
the Job Corps Program are not certain as to the reception
that will be given to graduates, but certainly it is our
belief that most corporations will give them the same oppor¬
tunity to find enployment as similarly qu^ified applicants
from other areas.
Still another views -
Our hiring of graduates from the Economic Opportunity
Public Law B8-452, loc. cit.. p. 1.
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Programs -will depend upon our employment openings at ai^r
given time, and the qualifications of the applicants. We
would certainly escpect that participation in one of these
programs would enhance .a person's chances to qualifjr for
an entry position,
^ecutiyes supplying statements like these and others are well aware
of the existing prohlems and are doing ’vdlat they can through Job Corps
Centers to eradicate such social ills. These, it is believed, can be
abolished by directly attacking illiteracy, unenployment, poor health and
dilapidated housing. To alleviate than will require a network of anti¬
poverty attacks that are varied while they are coordinated. This combina/-
tion — fashioned by local talent axid leadership — is the major aim of the
entire program.
As mentioned under the Significance of the Study in Chapter I, it
is the executives' opinions that the selection of "The Implementation of
the Economic Opportunity Act of I964 by Selected Business Firms" as a
subject is a timely one, praise was given to Atlanta University for its
diligence in pursuing this survey and much success was extended to the
writer in pursuit of her degree and future career in the business world.
TABLE I
PERGENTACffi OF mCUTIVE OPINION^^
Strongly Strongly
Disagree Disagree ? Agree Agree
The Economic Opportuiilty Act
will be beneficial to all who
take a part or participates, % 07% 12^ 57% 06%
1 would like to see some changes
in the provisions of the Act, 13 86
This Act is most favorable be¬
cause it attempts to do something
about poverty, 01 02 14 72 08
The possibility of recruits being
hired into this con^any after train¬
ing program is completed is favorable. 04 23 73
This firm has planned to use other
measures to strengthen this program
in order to counteract poverty. 08 29 60 04
As an executive, I believe that
participation in the efforts under
this Act will have an effect on the
business trend of this firm. 12 23 40
• Yes No IMcertain
Do you have any future intentions
regarding the Act? 22^ 19^ 40^
Good Favorable No Comment Uncertain
What do you think about the future
outlook or prospects for the Act? 2U% 14^ 2% 2D%
Companies not participating - 21%
Gonqjanies no longer in operation or merged - \k%
Companies working with other portions of the Act (Other than Job Corps);
Community Action Program - Qk%
Neighborhood Youth Corps - 03%
Manpower Development & Training Act - 06%
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This study has been made by the author of 300 of the leading industrials
in the Iftiited States,
CHAPTER 17
SUMMARI, OONGI,lBT<|!©, AM) RECOffiMATIONS
The reduction or elimination of poverty depends particularly on
two thingsj a vigorous economy that can provide Jobs and people -who have
prepared themselves for these Jobs. The Economic Opportunity Act should
contribute to improving the latter condition.
Passage of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 marked the opening
of an aalarged attack on inadequate incomes in an econonQr of relative
abundance. The main thrust of this effort is directed at the roots of
poverty — particularly at helping the children of the poor. The programs
of the Office of Economic C^portunity will provide a community-wide focus
for anti-poverty efforts by offering education, training, and work experi¬
ence to help young people escape from poverty. They augnent other Govern¬
ment programs for education, training, health, and welfare seirvices which
deal less specifically with poverty.
In the Economic Report of the President, the Council of Economic
Advisers stated:
Federal fimds have begun to flow in support of Community
Action Programs across the Nation, These Programs, planned^
operated, and coordinated at the local lev^, will m^e ser-
needed to break out of poverty available to the poor,
pservices can range from presdiool preparation to co^iuisel-
iiig' to establishing neighborhobd centers. It is anticipated
tkat Programs will be approved in approximately 300 communj-
t-les this year. GomnEunlty Action Programs, mobilizing local
ptSsiio and private leadership, are an in^jortant new social
irtetitution and a major weapon in the war on urban poverty.
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The Federal budget for fiscal year I966 provides $1.5
billion — almost tid.ce the 1965 amount —- in new obliga-
tional authority to the Office of Economic Cpportunity to
carry out these Programs.
■Although several million people will be assisted by
OopiiHity Aetion Programs this year, and over a half lail-
libd iM>re will participate directly in education, work and
training programs, this is oixly the beginning of the Nation's
long-range war on poverty, Goritinuing effort, carried out
with skill and imagination, will be required to eliminate
poverty in the United States.^9
The prospects for the Act and for implementation of the programs
under this legislation can best be evaluated after it has been in opera¬
tion for sufficient time to gain actual ejtperience with the participants.
With more than 260,000 young men and women indicating an interest
in the Job Corps, its potential is apparently well recognized by those
most likely to benefit from such a program.
Si my opinion, the Job Corps is another chance — another chance
for those who didn't stay in school, or for those udio didn't take advan¬
tage of the first chance. Though, I must admit, the Corps will not
abolish poverty alone nor will it eradicate poverty Completely, but it
is a start.
With respect to the future, it is my rather strong feeling that
the Federal Government, will find it absolutely essential to extend this
Act beyond its initially stated time limits (2 years - operation of the
centers by business firms). So much time and effort is required in order
to establish these programs and to provide "the underpinning organizations
requdjPb^ by the government that most of' the programs will just be getting
^Bcpnomie Report of the President, 1965, Iqb. cit.,. pp. I06-I67.
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uiader way wh^n the Act would by its terns come to an end, (two years).
It is my huDible opinion that the *»war on poverty" will be accepted as
Sn on-goihg responsibility of the Federal Government, .although, hope¬
fully, the local Cbsinninibies which share its benefits will in time find
it possible to assume an increasing share of the cost. In this latter
respect, however, it is difficult to see how the communities whic±i are
most in need ofthis type of help will be able to accept anything approach¬
ing a major share of the cost within the foreseeable future.
According to Leon Keyserling, it is not the responsibility of one
person nor can we rid poverty in a day or so* Thus, he states:
In one sense, the war against poverty may seem a never-
ending task. As we surmotint one aspect of this task, there
may gleam before us an "untravelled world, vhose margin fades
forever and forever as we move." But if we do move, deter¬
mined always "to strive, to seek, to find, and not to yield,"
we can abolish poverty in America within a decade,
Business firms are doing much to implement this Act, especially the
Job Corps Program. Aside from setting up Centers for traixiing purposes,
in their respective companies, th^ are increasing sales to provide for
more jobs, emphasizing equal opportunity for employment and expanding the
company in general, Thotigh, critics have attacked the fact that private
businesses are operating Job Corps Training Centers, and particularly
that they’re making a profit. But private business is one of the most
potent reso-urces available for job training in the Ifeited States. Busi¬
ness knows: Well what jobs, to train for, and. hoW to train people for these
jobs*: Business already has coE^ietent traliatng staffs, study materials
and management know-how. Through OEO contracts, these resounGe_s have
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been harnessed for a fee of 4*7 percent or less, a modest return for the
Gontribiibioh business makes to the success of the prograiai.
Many industries are not operating Centers but belieire that t^ie aca¬
demic traihing and practical work, .i^erieiiee that participants in the
Job Corps receive -will enable them to successftilly compete for many job
openings in industry. It is rny oplitton that the industry in general is
cooperating with various Federal and State vocational training programs
at local levels in order to provide guidahce with respect to curriculum,
skill needs of the area and placements.
Those coapleting a successful Job Corps Training experience will
have demonstrated a certain level of capacity and persistence which may
commend them to employers. Further, it is iry heart-felt belief that the
Job Corps offers real opportunity for developing skills among many >ho
have never previously had the benefit of training.
Should we focus our. attention on unemplojmient or employment? Every¬
body is analyzing iineEployment and nobody is analyzing enployment. Is the
cart before the horse? A man with money, \vill invest in a new shoe fac¬
tory only if he thinks he can sell shoes. And he knows he can sell shoes
only to people who already have jobs. There is only one way to decrease
poverty, one way to decrea,s8 unemployment without the nation-going broke,
that is. The one and only way is to increase mployment, Baployment can
be increased by concentrating on (l) the demand for goods; (2) educftion;
(5) racial mixture; (4) price level; and (5) technological developm.ent,
Mth al-L these varied opinions, who is right?
Recommendations
Secognizing the opinion that It is difficult to recommend statements
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at this time 'because of the limitations of operation of the Act, I find
it neCeBsaiy to state the following:
!• iii arrlvi^ at a concept of poverty and In prescribing solutions,
it should be recognized that poverty in the Utiited States involves
specific people, families., and groups, and, is not a mass pheno¬
menon.
The importance of this recognition is that it affects otir judgment
on the causes of poverty andthe measures to deal with poverty. The Cumu¬
lative forces that tend to perpetuate mass poverty are different from
those related to the poverty of specific people and gro-ups,
2, At all responsible levels, every effort should be made to avoid
labeling poor people and making other generalizations about
their problems and characteristics, instead, reference should
be to specific human problems^ requiring specific •remedies,
3* Except for the totally dependent poor t- those who. are too old,
too sick, too young, too disabled to help themselves — programs
to relieve poverty should provide people with the help and
opportunities to move out of poverty and become productive
citizens, instead of relief payments to guarantee them minimum
incomes
APPllSIX




As part of ay work toward fulfilling the requirements for a Master's Degree
in Business Administration at the Atlanta Univeirsity, I am undertaking a
survey of the leading industrial corporations in the United States to show
the implementation of the Economic Opportunity Act by these firms.
You can be of fereat assistance to me if you will have the enclosed ques¬
tionnaire filled out and rettirned at your earliest conveniaice. Please
feel free to make any additional comments or remarks that you or the
designated individual may wish to make, I am most desirous of obtaining
as conplete a picture of the business firms as they help to promote this
Act,
Sliice only the first portion ofthe Act, Title I - Part A - Job Corps, is
relevant to my research, the other titles will not be dealt with specifi¬
cally, : ,
The questionnaire is to be strictly anonymous. For the purposes of this
study, I am interested in the information, not in names.
Your pronptness and attention to this matter is of utmost importance to.





m iNvraTORy of executive opiwioii
Evaluative Form
This is a part of a research project being conducted at the Atlanta University in
o3?der to determine -what the executive thinks^ feels, and is doing about the Econo¬
mic Opprotunity Act.. Its success depends on your cooperation.
Read each statement carefully and decide how you feel about it. Tou will agree with
some statements and disagree with others. Or, if you feel more strongly, you might
STRQUGiiY agree Or STRONGLT disagree with a statement. You 3tay even be undecided about
some. To help you ejqjress your opinion> you have a selection to ehoose from*
Due to the fact that this research is dealing mainly xd.th Title I - Part A — Job





1, The Economic Opportunity Act will
be beneficial to all who take a
part, or participates,
2, I would like to see some changes in
the provisions of the Act.
n D i:i ri ^ □
ri □ r:i ri D
A. 'What section (s) vrould you amend?






This Act is most favorable because it
attempts to do something about poverty.1"*! D El El D
The possibility of recruits being hired
into this con^iany after training pro¬
gram is coiifjleted is favorable, T^l El n E El
This firm has planned to use other
measures to strengthen this program
in order to counteract poverty, J~| El D El El
For instance?
As an epcecutive, I believe that parti¬
cipation in the efforts under this Act
will have an effect on the business jj 0 0 ri □





7. Do you have any future intentions
regarding the Act?
3. Miat dp you think about the future
outlook or prospects for the Act?
ms^m THE FOLLOWING, IF YOUR FIRl'! IS
OPERATING A TRAINING CENTER.9.From the cooperation and participa¬
tion angles, I feel that the center
our firm is sponsoring is very effec- a
tive,10,VJhat is the operational relationship
betv/een the center and the company?
O11.The complete address of my center is:
(This statement is relevant for in¬
formation and not for identification)12,How many applicants or recruits are
enrolled in your training center?
■ No.
13 • How many enrollees do you plan to have
by the end of 1965?
No.14.How mary did you have by the end of I964?
No.
15. litoat is the company’s specific contri¬
bution? (Finance, equipment, personnel, etc.)
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